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is talk in the United its and
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and a US to In
was and received a the

At that time, virtually all the - the Fedf the
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2.

we had in the June quarter out to be a "false signal".
In yields sharply^ to

and with as
and prices, also rose. Talk of

and the short-lived bout of monetary .and
the world to

with economic growth.

At the as of the world
the run of indicators in Australia to improve,

construction activity and and
Prospects for farm also up

following rain, even though it not
the country. Economic conditions and had to

relatively normal and, as a consequence, we that we no
an expansionary of policy:

accordingly in November and December.

2.

At this point/1 will follow my usual practice by the I
you at the previous meeting, new for the

When we last met in June, I that we
GDP to by 3 per cent in real over the of 2003. With

of the us, we now that the will
in a higher, at about 31A per cent. The to however,

is the big the two halves of the year, with in the
at an rate of 2 per cent, and in the

to be at an rate of 5 per cent. The to
is that of (ONE) 2003* at 5 per

is to be well above the of 3!/4 per for GDP.

Over the of 20049 we expect GDP to by 4 per The
of growth, however, is unlikely to be smooth. It would not

us if the four-quarter-ended growth rate of GDP 41A per in mid
2004 due to the of the rise in GDP, to
4 per by end year. If the world economy to on the

as it has in monthss our GDP be
higher.

On we last that we the CPI to by
2!/2 per 2003. We now it will be a at
2% per due to the rate in
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our Over the of 2004, we the CPI to
by 2 per but in mid 2004 it be that

the of the be felt
As we in our quarterly this that

the of will a U-shape - its
2!/2 per to below 2 per in 20049 but to

2 per by end 2004, 2V6 per by mid 2005* and
Of it is to be

of the rate will a
role. I will say this

J. Policy

As I at the of in the
back to normal* and in the

also to normal^ or slightly it, we no see a
for That

is, the for the two in this is the
as I to this Committee 18 ago in late 2002

the then. Another way of putting this to say that if
we had the low level of interest we had at the of
2002, would a build-up in as
the of the world and 2003*
2004 and beyond. just too low for an that was

that well. As it out, this
to has a Two in

in mid-2002, was a gap to the
two I in the two of this

why that gap occurred.

It is our to a
of that the to the
In I that it be

for us to our in this way
with it. The is that

can see it is
as or to

an would not be the For a
of in the

the half of 2002 and all 20039 yet the did not
policy. It was only it that
had and that
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our is to achieve an are
for inflation which are our

objective. We wish to the one the
in our Act, which I as

in and employment. We are not
to the in the

or the at as two
years.

put to us is to say we
if, and if, ow forecast for is 3 per and

if, and if, it is below 2 per this is a
of how the works. It the

and involved in The
for policy today is at two, or

We can be relatively confident for the of
that as of what is to over that is
set in But we can be less confident the for the

The is particularly when, as is the at
the of inflation is to the

this of is so to we, like a of
do not wish to the public to we can do this

In fact9 we to to the of
the in to convey our In last

we said that the of was to the
was to that was on an

the of the We also to
the fact that were as by the fact
that the rate of in the of
and services" had 2 per to 4 per the few

That not that will rise to 4 per the
rate worn off, but at a of the
will be by this figure.

In I to the that the
to the inflation and that the

the 18 folly that It
not to us to that the

of its if had
at 30-year in the face of the up in the and

is currently way.
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Finally^ let me end by you on a few in the
we last met, the the
to by and Visa

by the Court.
but Visa has withdrawn its The new for

and Visa into at the end of October,
the The Reserve is the flow

of this to service The are still but
that are to see a

in the fees they pay to

in and I
will be to on they but I am
that I a fair of your so I will at this
point.
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